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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this research paper is to study strategic approach to enhance marketability
for Maybank life insurance. This paper looks at the type of mode adopted by customers to
know about eTiQa life insurance. This paper also look into determine the importance of
personnel selling in marketability of eTiQa life insurance product. Then the paper
identifies the importance of eTiQa life insurance product quality that attracts the
customers. Hence we suggest the strategies that can be implemented by Maybank to
enhance the marketability of eTiQa life insurance product.
The findings reveal that the Maybank sales personnel and product feature is at aggressive
quadrant. It is recommended that Maybank should aggressively react on market demand
in order for them to move forward and become the market leader in the insurance
industry.
Finally, SWOT analysis and Space Matrix model are used as a strategic formulation tools
in order to suggest the strategic strategies to enhance the marketability of Maybank life
insurance to be implemented by Management of Maybank.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
This research is being done in order to determine the strategic approach to enhance the
marketability of life insurance product for Maybank. As the financial landscape in
Malaysia had undergone tremendous transformation in the last decade. The evolution in
the financial landscape saw a shift in customers' preference, emergence of more
complex products and increasing diversity in delivery channels (Mohd. Razif, 2007). In
today's world of economic growth, people hardly can live without insurance. Insurance
is a boon to the mankind in several ways. There are a wide range of insurance policies
like the health and the property insurance. In fact, the insurance plans were laid by many
states and governments since past many centuries. (Source
http://insurance.families.com/blog/how-much-and-what-kind-of-insurance-do-we-need)
The insurance sector is currently in a state of some uncertainty and companies are
increasingly conscious of the need to maintain a competitive edge over their commercial
rivals while at the same time getting maximum benefits from in-house resources. For
many years insurance sectors have enjoyed good support from their user communities
and been much appreciated for the services that they provide. However, in recent years
companies have come under severe financial pressure, due to both to the recessionary
climate and also instability in international economics condition. In view of this,
management of Maybank must reciprocate through the effective marketing approach in
order to adapt themselves with rapid changes of the industry. The scenario has spurred
into studying the relationship between the strategic approaches that can be implemented
by Maybank to enhance the marketability of its insurance product (eTiQa). Such
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